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lh Section 2 we study uniqueness properties ofpolar decomposition using its 
characterization. Further, we provide a new sim ?x criterion for the 
GL-ordering established int [2] which will be usefd in e next section. Jn 
Sectisn 3 we fmus our sttrdy on simultaneous pdas decomposibility (SP 
pair Qf aectanguaar m trices defined as follows. 
= I4 = GJAI’A. 
:= 
9 llb%aa Eq. (2) 
= 
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For matrices 
partial ordering 
E %m,n we say 
we write A se 
2. Let E ~m,n, and A = G&,@(A) c B - 
) c s(Ez their polar decompositions, where 
r(A) and r(Q) = r( )* Then Me say that A is bdow 
the GL partial ordering, and we write A &e 
E, 5* Ez and GI (L G _- 
In order to derive the main resdt of the next section we need a shnplification 
of the foflowing criterion of the 6-Lordering given in [a]. 
The announced simplification will be based on the following lemma. 
Proof. Premdtiplying the equality A 
+)*A*(A’)* we get 
i by A+ and postmukiplying by 
P#Pp 
Let us observ 
+)*A*(A+)*. 
1 and W(A) C W( - 
(W 
(cf. [d], Lemma 1) which combined with Eq. (9) give 
= A+AA”(A’)* T A’A = 
Now the lemma follows from the fdlowing equivalence: 
Qbserving that IAl AL 1 
following. 
(A) G S?(B), by Lemma 2 we get the 
First we wiul show that SP 
polar decompositions, res 
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and SPD of matrices A and follows from Progosiaion 4. cl 
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